STOLEN VESSEL

2001 Formula 419 FasTech & VIP trailer

Vessel Name: “It’s a Guy Thing”

- Hull: White w/dk blue, light blue, reds & yellow
- Upholstery: White w/matching colors
- Closed bow
- Cockpit cover blue
- Engine: 2001 Mercruiser - Triple HP 500 EFI Bravo 1
  - Engine Sr #: L601615 port; L601674 ctr; L601620 stbd
  - Outdrive Sr #: L748816 port; L748813 ctr; L748814 stbd
- Trailer: 2001 triple axle blue VIP trailer
- VIN #: 1V04B40311C008673
- AZ Trailer License #: K85869

HIN #: TNRD9406C001
DOC #: 109 8404    Registration #: AZ 6178 BC

LOCATION: Sun Country Marine; 9801 N 19th Ave; Phoenix, AZ
DATE OF INCIDENT: July 26, 2003
POLICE AGENCY: Phoenix Police Department (602) 495-5001
POLICE REPORT #: DR 2003-31423379

$ 5,000.00 REWARD $ 5,000.00

A reward is being offered by the insurance company for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel. Assured, relatives of assured, and employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.
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